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PAPERCLIP™ TABLES  A clever base of metal rods with round and square tops characterizes Vignelli Associates companion to its Handkerchief chair, rounding out a collection that evokes simple elegance and functionality. The table’s molded polyurethane edge enables it to sustain heavy use while appearing visually light and fluid. Various materials and finishes are available, from glass to neutral laminates. This versatile table is well suited for a wide range of home and office environments.

MASSIMO AND LElla VIGNELLI  Massimo Vignelli and his wife, Lella, have collaborated on myriad projects incorporating their industrial, furniture and graphic design talents. Their New York firm, Vignelli Associates, applies a Modernist aesthetic to every assignment, polishing each artifact to a glossy finish that reflects clarity, beauty and functionality. The corporate identity they created for Knoll in 1972 made them famous worldwide.